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PATHWAY to CHANGE



“The authors have cracked the 
code of how to overcome 
resistance to change.”

-   Raoul de Vitry d’Avaucourt 
Professor of Leadership and  

Director, Global Leadership Centre, INSEAD
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Building leadership’s agility, resilience and stretch —  
to achieve extraordinary business results.

www.wraygroup.com

https://www.wraygroup.com/mindshift-program-coaches
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Purpose: illustrate how MindSHIFT can be used to enter and navigate the Reactive 
Mind  

MindSHIFT enables you to… 
1. Target the specific behaviors (e.g. Habits) that limit a person’s performance 

2. Articulate the actual “Internal Assumptions” driving their reactive behaviors 
and habits 

3. Organize the diagnosis (Reactive Tendencies) into a format you can do 
something about 

4. Build a person’s practical toolkit to Stop – Challenge – Choose in their daily life 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES



“JOHN”
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The Fi'h Discipline: The Art and Prac5ce of the Learning Organiza5on, Senge,1990

DEFINE  
STRETCH

The Better You

How you get in 
your own way

PERSONAL  
MASTERY

STRETCH
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Stop, Collaborate, and Listen.  
Conduct myself in a way that promotes 

collaboration by ensuring folks feel both 

comfortable sharing and that they’ll be 

heard.

“What do you do that works 
AGAINST that improvement 

goal?”
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Stop, Collaborate, and Listen.  
Conduct myself in a way that 

promotes collaboration by ensuring 

folks feel both comfortable sharing 

and that they’ll be heard.

1. Speak in a gruff/brusque/blunt tone 

2. Interrupt others 

3. Avoid asking for help

STRETCH
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The Fi'h Discipline: The Art and Prac5ce of the Learning Organiza5on, Senge,1990

DEFINE  
STRETCH

How you get in 
your own way

STRETCH

“One BIG Thing”
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360-Degree Feedback

Blind Spots

OLD 
HABITS



OUTER GAME

INNER GAME

MINDSET

BEHAVIORS 
& HABITS

• Thinking Patterns  
• Beliefs / Assumptions 
• Meaning Making 
• Mental Models

• Competency 
• Knowledge 
• Skills 
• Technical Expertise
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We are hardwired to 
go below-the-line.
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Sometimes we can’t tell the difference 
between a THREAT to our physical 

survival and …
…a THREAT to our EGO or our 

IDENTITY.



By ILLUMINATING  
the underlying 

thinking patterns
that drive behavior

we give access to 
new choices and

POSSIBILITIES



Stop, Collaborate, and Listen.  

Conduct myself in a way that promotes 

collaboration by ensuring folks feel both 

comfortable sharing and that they’ll be heard

1. Speak in a gruff/brusque/blunt tone 

2. Interrupt others 

3. Avoid asking for help
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ONE BIG THING

2 Behavioral Inventory

3

4

5

Worries & Concerns Worst Worry

Self-Protective Strategies

Limiting Beliefs

1

MAP MINDSET   
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DRILL DOWN  
DEFINITION

(verb) A step-wise process to identify the 
belief(s) underlying a specific behavior  
or habit. 

Reveals WHY your unconscious mind clings 
to the old habit.
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MENTAL MAP  
DRILL DOWN

ONE BIG THING1
Stop, Collaborate, and Listen. Conduct myself in a way that promotes collaboration by ensuring 
folks feel both comfortable sharing and that they’ll be heard.

2 Behavioral Inventory
1. Speak in a gruff/brusque/blunt tone Q: Opposite? Speak w/ compassion/curiosity. No judgement in voice.

2. Interrupt others Q: Opposite? Allow to finish their thoughts AND ask questions to get more.
3.Avoid asking for help Q: Opposite? Ask others for help.

“TRIGGERS”
(e.g. Weekly Status Meeting)

(e.g. one-on-one with CTO)

(e.g. confrontation w/ product group)

3 Worries & Concerns Worst Worries

• I’ll be stuck doing all the shitty work

• Being seen as not bringing value/someone who can be bullied
• Seen as not adding value if the “winning” idea isn’t my own

Self-Protective Strategies
1. NEVER let them see weakness. Never back down, never surrender.
2. ALWAYS control the narrative/NEVER lose control of the narrative.
3.ALWAYS hoard the tasks I like for myself.
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1. Appear weak. I’m not certain/confident of what I’m saying. 

3. I’m reliant and indebted to others, doing work I don’t like
2. Lose control of the narrative



PSYCHOLOGICAL 
IMMUNE SYSTEM



MENTAL MAP  
DRILL DOWN

ONE BIG THING1
Stop, Collaborate, and Listen. Conduct myself in a way that promotes collaboration by ensuring 
folks feel both comfortable sharing and that they’ll be heard.

2 Behavioral Inventory
1. Speak in a gruff/brusque/blunt tone Q: Opposite? Speak w/ compassion/curiosity. No judgement in voice.

2. Interrupt others Q: Opposite? Allow to finish their thoughts AND ask questions to get more.
3.Avoid asking for help Q: Opposite? Ask others for help.

“TRIGGERS”
(e.g. Weekly Status Meeting)

(e.g. one-on-one with CTO)

(e.g. confrontation w/ product group)

3 Worries & Concerns
1. Appear weak. I’m not certain/confident of what I’m saying. 

3. I’m reliant and indebted to others, doing work I don’t like

Worst Worries

• I’ll be stuck doing all the shitty work
2. Lose control of the narrative

• Being seen as not bringing value/someone who can be bullied
• Seen as not adding value if the “winning” idea isn’t my own

Self-Protective Strategies4
1. NEVER let them see weakness. Never back down, never surrender.
2. ALWAYS control the narrative/NEVER lose control of the narrative.
3.ALWAYS hoard the tasks I like for myself.

1. IF I let others see weakness THEN …
2. IF I lose control of the narrative THEN…

 they will bully me.
 I won’t be seen as adding value.

3. IF I don’t hoard the tasks I like THEN…  I will be stuck doing all the shitty work.

5 Limiting Beliefs & Assumptions 





“Simply having the lights on in your 
cell doesn't let you out of the cell.” 
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Mapping the Limiting Beliefs 
produces insight, 
but seldom transforms 
people.
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DIAGNOSIS 
versus 

DEVELOPMENT



“So, recognizing that…
there is likely a get out of 

jail card waiting 
somewhere, but I needed 

to work for it.” 

“...but knowing the first 
step to escape is to turn 
on the lights, there was 
hope to keep going.”
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INTUITIVE NEXT STEP
NOW WHAT?

?With the Limiting Beliefs 
mapped, what now? 



DEFINE  
STRETCH

MAP  
MINDSET

GROW 
AWARENESS

TEST 
LIMITS

CREATE 
NEW HABITS

PATHWAY to CHANGE



YOU CANNOT INTERVENE INTO 
A WORLD YOU CANNOT SEE.
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MENTAL MAP  
12TH CENTURY EXPLORER

ONE BIG THING1

2 Behavioral Inventory

3 Worries & Concerns Worst Worries

4 Self-Protective Strategies

5 Limiting Beliefs

To more courageously venture further out to discover new lands

• Stay away from boats and ships
• Stay close to home

• Do not leave shore

• Heading out to sea
• Getting near the horizon 

• I’ll never return
• Death

• IF I sail near the horizon THEN… I’ll fall off the earth.

• Never head out to sea
• Never sail near the horizon
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It is our Belief and/or Assumption, 
held as true, that keeps us stuck,

…living in a limited world  
of our own (meaning) making.



• Stay away from boats and ships

Worst Worries

• Stay close to home
• Do not leave shore

• Heading out to sea
• Getting near the horizon 

• I’ll never return
• Death

• Never head out to sea
• Never sail near the horizon

IF I SAIL NEAR THE HORIZON I’LL FALL OFF THE EARTH

MENTAL MAP  
12TH CENTURY EXPLORER

ONE BIG THING1

2 Behavioral Inventory

3 Worries & Concerns

4 Self-Protective Strategies

5 Limiting Beliefs & Assumptions

To more courageously venture further out to discover new lands

• IF I sail near the horizon THEN… I’ll fall off the earth.

ONE BIG THING1
To more courageously venture further out to discover new lands



NEW HABITS

OLD HABITOLD HABIT



From K. Eigel (1998) in Kegan and Lahey, Immunity To Change

MENTAL 
DEVELOPMENT

E
ff

ec
ti
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ss

Highly 
Ineffective

Highly 
Effective

Leader Effectiveness Vs Mental Development



DEFINE  
STRETCH

MAP  
MINDSET

GROW 
AWARENESS

TEST 
LIMITS

CREATE 
NEW HABITS

PATHWAY to CHANGE

You are
HERE
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DEFINE  
STRETCH

MAP  
MINDSET

TEST 
LIMITS

CREATE 
NEW HABITS

History of Limiting Belief 

Triggered Conditions Not Triggered - Above Line  

Triggered Below-the-Line 

Groundhog Day   

Stages of Progress  GROW 
AWARENESS

PATHWAY to CHANGE



By ILLUMINATING  
the underlying 

thinking patterns
that drive behavior

we give access to 
new choices and

POSSIBILITIES



DEFINE  
STRETCH

MAP  
MINDSET

GROW 
AWARENESS

TEST 
LIMITS

CREATE 
NEW HABITS

PATHWAY to CHANGE



INNER GAME
• Underlying Thinking Patterns 
• Limiting Beliefs / Assumptions
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PATHWAY TO CHANGE

OUTER GAME
• One Big Thing 
• Start Doing Behaviors 
• Stop Doing Behaviors



 THE LEADERSHIP SYSTEM



Building leadership’s agility, resilience and stretch 
— to achieve extraordinary business results. PATHWAY to CHANGE



MAKE CHANGE STICK

GO DEEPER
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1. MindSHIFT Program 
(November 22-23 in DC-Metro Area) 

• 3 webinars + 2 Day Workshop + 2 personal coaching 
sessions with Alex 

• 15% discount if act before September 26  
($2,350, or $1,998, with discount). 

Visit www.wraygroup.com/mindshift-intro 

2. Personal Coaching Sessions with Alex 

http://www.wraygroup.com/mindshift-intro
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“MindSHIFT is a powerful and pragmatic 
model that identifies and decodes the 
invisible weapons we use against ourselves. 
My clients love the user-friendly frameworks 
which allow us to get deeper, quicker.”

- Julie Fotos, New York City
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“In 2015, I was trained by Bob Kegan and Lisa 
Lahey to deliver Immunity to Change programs 
and I have delivered 10 programs for over 300 
participants in Asia, Australia and North 
America. Although successful, I was looking for 
a more reliable way for participants to make 
long-lasting and sustainable change. 
MindSHIFT is the answer. It is a tried and tested 
approach to enable deep transformation.”

- Srikanth Seshadri, Georgetown ITL Alumni, Toronto
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“My curiosity around my tendency to comply started with the 
Leadership Circle work I did back in 2015. At that time, LCP 360s 
were done for all leaders at our organization. As part of the process, 
we created our One Big Things and, using coaching, started 
uncovering limiting beliefs and assumptions that were getting in our 
way as leaders. This was huge for everyone to see in themselves.

Now 4-years later, I feel that MindSHIFT is that same process, on 
steroids. There's such rigor and process to MindShift. This method is 
one that Scientists and engineers would welcome and appreciate. 

MindSHIFT has deepened my understanding of what holds me back 
in all aspects of my life. It has created a whole other level of 
awareness for me. 

Glenn St. Onge, Head of HR, Automotive Fuel Cell Cooperation Corp.


